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A Global Perspective SAGE Publications
Back Cover Copy-Usunier "This book is noteworthy in its content and
approach as well as in generating class discussion on intercultural marketing
relations, exchange, and communications. With the diversity in world
markets and the importance of having locally-specific understanding of
markets and consumers, it is a welcome resource for teaching students who
can either relate it to their own intercultural experiences or who have never
had intercultural experiences themselves." Guliz Ger, Professor of
Marketing, Faculty of Business Administration, Bilkent University, Turkey
International marketing relationships have to be built on solid foundations.
Transaction costs in international trade are high--only a stable and firmly
established link between business people can enable them to overcome
disagreements and conflicts of interest. "Marketing Across Cultures, 4e" uses
a successful two-stage cultural approach to explore International Marketing. -
A cross-cultural approach which compares marketing systems and local
commercial customs in various countries - An inter-cultural approach which
studies the interaction between business peoples of different national cultures
"I used "Marketing Across Cultures" in courses in five different countries
with students from more than 35 nations. The book provides a stimulating
view on international marketing issues and at the same time allows in an
excellent way to sensitize and train students for intercultural work, which has
become the norm for most medium-sized and large companies." Prof. Dr.
Hartmut H. Holzmuller., Chair of Marketing Universityof Dortmund,
Germany Invaluable to all undergraduate, postgraduate and MBA students
studying International Marketing and for marketing practitioners who wish to
improve their cultural awareness, "Marketing Across Cultures, 4e" is
essential reading. New to This Edition! Rewritten extensively in an effort to
make the book as accessible as possible, co-author Julie Lee from Australia
helps bring a Euro-Australasian perspective to the table. New materials
includes: - The internet revolution and its impact on international marketing -
Additional web references that allow in-depth and updated access to cultural
and business information - New cases with web-based references, including
Muslim Cola (Chapter 6), Bollywood (Chapter 8), BrandUSA: Selling Uncle
Sam Like Uncle Ben's? (Chapter 14) and more! To access the robust web
materials go to: www.booksites.net/usunier. Jean-Claude Usunier is a
professor of Marketing and International Business at the University of
Lausanne - Graduate School of Commerce (HEC) and at the University
Louis-Pasteur (Strasbourg, France). Julie Lee is a Senior Lecturer in
Marketing at the Graduate School of Management, University of Western
Australia.
Global Marketing Management Wiley Global
Education
This is the eBook of the printed book and may
not include any media, website access codes, or
print supplements that may come packaged with
the bound book. The leading MBA text in
international marketing–with comprehensive
cases. This leading book in international
marketing features comprehensive cases that
cover consumer, industrial, low tech and high
tech, product and services marketing.

International Marketing Compact Routledge
The globalization of companies is the involvement of customers,
producers, suppliers, and other stakeholders in the global
marketing process. Global marketing therefore reflects the trend
of firms selling products and services across many countries.
Drawing on an incomparable breadth of international examples,
Svend Hollensen not only demonstrates how global marketing
works, but also how it relates to real decisions around the world.
This book offers a truly global approach with cases and exhibits
from all parts of the world, including Europe, the Middle East,
Africa, the Far East, North and South America. It provides a
complete and concentrated overview of the total international
marketing planning process, along with many new, up-to-date
exhibits and cases, which illustrate the theory by showing
practical applications. Extensive coverage of hot topics such as
glocalization, born globals, value creation, value net, celebrity
branding, brand piracy, and viral marketing, as well as a
comprehensive new section on integrated marketing
communication through social networking. Brand new case
studies focus on globally recognized brands and companies
operating in a number of countries, including Build-A-Bear
Workshop, Hello Kitty, Ralph Lauren and Sony Music
Entertainment. Video cases featuring firms such as Nivea,
Reebok, Starbucks, Hasbro and McDonald's accompany every
chapter and are available at www.pearsoned.co.uk/hollensen.
Real-world examples and exhibits enliven the text and enable
the reader to relate to marketing models.
A Global Perspective Routledge
The Marketing Book is everything you need to know
but were afraid to ask about marketing. Divided into
25 chapters, each written by an expert in their field,
it's a crash course in marketing theory and practice.
From planning, strategy and research through to
getting the marketing mix right, branding, promotions
and even marketing for small to medium enterprises.
This classic reference from renowned professors
Michael Baker and Susan Hart was designed for
student use, especially for professionals taking their
CIM qualifications. Nevertheless, it is also invaluable
for practitioners due to its modular approach. Each
chapter is set out in a clean and concise way with
plenty of diagrams and examples, so that you don't
have to dig for the information you need. Much of this
long-awaited seventh edition contains brand new
chapters and a new selection of experts to bring you
bang up to date with the latest in marketing thought.
Also included are brand new content in direct, data
and digital marketing, and social marketing. If you're a
marketing student or practitioner with a question, this
book should be the first place you look.
Theoretical Framework, Contingency Factors and Empirical Findings
from World-Markets Cognella Academic Publishing
Strategic Marketing Management (5th edition) offers a comprehensive
framework for strategic planning and outlines a structured approach to
identifying, understanding, and solving marketing problems. For business
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students, the theory advanced in this book is an essential tool for
understanding the logic and the key aspects of the marketing process. For
managers and consultants, this book presents a conceptual framework that
will help develop an overarching strategy for day-to-day decisions
involving product and service design, branding, pricing, promotions, and
distribution. For senior executives, the book provides a big-picture
approach for developing new marketing campaigns and evaluating the
success of ongoing marketing programs.
Strategic Marketing Management, 6th Edition Springer Science & Business
Media
Post-conflict reconstruction is one of the most pressing political issues today.
This book uses economics to analyze critically the incentives and constraints
faced by various actors involved in reconstruction efforts. Through this analysis,
the book will aid in understanding why some reconstructions are more
successful than others.
Pearson Education India
Providing coverage of the issues which define marketing in the world
today, this title covers long-standing topics, integrates and draws on new
and existing theoretical insights from other management disciplines
including services marketing, knowledge management, relationship
marketing, e-commerce and e-business and corporate social
responsibility.
Marketing Across Cultures Logos Verlag Berlin GmbH
Hospitality Marketing Management, 6th Edition explores marketing
and themes unique to hospitality and tourism. The 6th edition
presents many new ideas along with established marketing principles,
exploring not only the foundations of marketing in the hospitality
world but also new trends in the industry.
Marketing Management, 6th Edition Allyn & Bacon
Thistitle is a Pearson Global Edition. The Editorial team at Pearson
has workedclosely with educators around the world to include
content which is especiallyrelevant to students outside the United
States. Forundergraduate and graduate courses in marketing
management Thegold standard for today's marketing management
student The world of marketing is changing every day -- and in
order for students tohave a competitive edge, they need a text that
reflects the best and mostrecent marketing theory and practices.
Marketing Management collectivelyuses a managerial orientation, an
analytical approach, a multidisciplinaryperspective, universal
applications, and balanced coverage to distinguish itfrom all other
marketing management texts out there. Unsurpassed in itsbreadth,
depth, and relevance, the 16th Edition features astreamlined
organization of the content, updated material, and new examplesthat
reflect the very latest market developments. After reading this
landmarktext, students will be armed with the knowledge and tools
to succeed in the newmarket environment around them. MyLab�
Marketing is not included. Students, if PearsonMyLab Marketing is a
recommended/mandatory component of the course, please askyour
instructor for the correct ISBN. Pearson MyLab Marketing should
only bepurchased when required by an instructor. Instructors,
contact your Pearsonrepresentative for more information.
Marketing Management Pearson Education
Global Marketing Management, Sixth Edition, continues to be one of the
most widely used graduate-level case texts in international marketing and
a popular reference for practitioners as well. This edition focuses on the
opportunities and challenges of global markets and on the threat of global
competition across a broad spectrum of industries.
Planning and Control Macmillan
Nonprofit Marketing: Marketing Management for Charitable and
Nongovernmental Organizations is a conceptually strong text that
gives students marketing strategies for nonprofit, charitable, and
nongovernmental organizations, while providing them with a broad
treatment of marketing basics. Written in an easy-to-follow style,
marketing concepts are clearly presented and supported with real-

world examples.
Global Perspective, Indian Context Global Marketing ManagementGlobal
Marketing Management prepares students to become effective managers
overseeing global marketing activities in an increasingly competitive
environment. The text s guiding principle, as laid out clearly and
methodically by authors Kotabe and Helsen, is that the realities of
international marketing are more multilateral. The 5th Edition further
addresses some peculiar phenomenon being observed in global marketing
today. Whether they choose to pursue marketing careers, all students
learn how marketing managers can affect other business functions for
effective corporate performance on a global basis and how to work
effectively with others for the same corporate goal. Global Marketing
Management brings timely coverage in various economic and financial as
well as marketing issues that arise from the acutely recessionary market
environment.Global Marketing Management
A leading MBA text in international marketing, with comprehensive cases.
Marketing Management Food & Agriculture Org.
Drawing on an incomparable breadth of international examples, Svend
Hollensen not only demonstrates how global marketing works, but also how it
relates to real decisions around the world. Extensive coverage of hot topics such
as blue ocean strategy; celebrity branding; brand piracy; and viral marketing.
Brand new case studies focus on globally recognised brands and companies
operating in a number of countries, including IKEA, Philips, Nokia, Guinness
and Cereal Partners Worldwide. All new video cases accompany every chapter
and are available at www.pearsoned.co.uk/hollensen, featuring such firms as
Nike, Starbucks, BMW, Ford and McDonalds.
Global Marketing Management Cengage Learning
Business to business markets are considerably more challenging than consumer
markets and demand specific skills from marketers. Buyers, with a responsibility
to their company and specialist product knowledge, are more demanding than
the average consumer. The products themselves may be highly complex, often
requiring a sophisticated buyer to understand them. Increasingly, B2B
relationships are conducted in a global context. However all textbooks are
region-specific—except this one. This textbook takes a global viewpoint, with an
international author team and cases from across the globe. Other unique features
of this excellent textbook include: placement of B2B in a strategic marketing
setting; full discussion of strategy in a global setting including hypercompetition;
full chapter on ethics early in the text; detailed review of global B2B services
marketing, trade shows and market research; This new edition has been
completely rewritten, and features expanded sections on globalisation and
purchasing, plus brand new sections on social media marketing and intellectual
property. More selective, shorter, and easier to read than other B2B textbooks,
this is ideal for introduction to B2B and shorter courses. At the same time, it's
comprehensive enough to cover all the aspects of B2B marketing any marketer
needs, be they students or practitioners looking to improve their knowledge.
International Marketing Management Springer
"All good marketing is local. Global companies know this and are going
"glocal."There is also a trend towards the Internet of Everything, which
revolutionizes the whole marketing discipline.Svend Hollensenhas captured all
the latest trends very well with the new cases inhis seventh edition of Global
Marketing." Philip Kotler, S. C. Johnson & Son Distinguished Professor of
International Marketing, Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern
University In this era of increased globalisation, if there s one textbook that
today s students and tomorrow s marketers need to read, it s Svend Hollensen s
world renowned text. For over fifteen years "Global Marketing" has been the
definitive, truly international guide to marketing. During that time, borders have
become ever more transient and this book more central to the work of marketers
all around the world. Now into its seventh edition, "Global Marketing
"continues to be the most up-to-date and thorough text of its kind, with cutting-
edge case studies and a focus on the impact of new technologies and
perspectives on international marketing. This seventh edition expands on a
number of new topics, including: shared economy solutions, social media, e-
services and smartwatch app marketing, as well as many more. It is ideal for
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying international marketing, and
for any practitioners who want to take their global marketing strategies to the
next level. "The world today truly is flat, and a sound global perspective is an
absolute must for all students. SvendHollensen'sGlobal Marketingprovides a
thorough and comprehensive treatment that delivers on this need." Michael R.
Solomon, Professor of Marketing, Haub School of Business, Saint Joseph's
University, USA, and Professor of Consumer Behaviour, University of
Manchester, UK The best textbook on global marketing I have come across!
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The case studies, many of them available online, provide an excellent basis for
class discussion. Elisabeth Gotze, Vienna University of Economics and Business
Excellent level of detail in each chapter to support learning around strategic
global marketing decisions. The video case studies are a huge bonus and really
help to bring the subject alive. Giovanna Battiston, Senior Lecturer in Marketing,
Sheffield Hallam University Key Features include: A clear part structure,
organised around the five main decisions that marketing people in companies
face in connection to the global marketing process End of part and end of
chapter case studies helping students to understand how the theory relates to real
world application Video case studies (available at
www.pearsoned.co.uk/hollensen), showing how practitioners are using Global
Marketing in their work About the author Svend Hollensen is Associate
Professor of International Marketing at the University of Southern Denmark and
has worked as a marketing consultant for several international companies and
organizations. As well as this book, he is the author of other Pearson texts,
including"Marketing Management"and "Essentials of Global Marketing."
Student resourcesspecifically written to complement this textbook are at
www.pearsoned.co.uk/hollensen "
Text and Cases Prentice Hall
Marketing Management is designed to cater to syllabi requirements
of courses on marketing. Steeped in the core concepts of marketing,
the text nonetheless incorporates the latest trends in marketing and
showcases many of the path breaking efforts by marketers in recent
past. This thoroughly revised 6th edition includes discussion on
most widely discussed topics in the subject in recent past. Alongside,
the text captures the core concepts comprehensively and follows an
application-based approach. Salient Features: � New cases on
leading new age organizations such as Hotstar, Oyo, Airbnb, Netflix,
Amazon Prime, Uber etc. � New sections on digital marketing,
social media marketing, defining brand etc. � Updated and detailed
coverage on marketing environment, retail business model,
distribution management, organization buying behavior etc. �
More engaging and logically driven revised chapter structure �
Thoroughly revised chapters focusing on how markets have evolved
in recent past
Global Marketing Pearson Higher Ed
Business to business markets are considerably more challenging than
consumer markets and as such demand a more specific skillset from
marketers. Buyers, with a responsibility to their company and specialist
product knowledge, are more demanding than the average consumer.
Given that the products themselves may be highly complex, this often
requires a sophisticated buyer to understand them. Increasingly, B2B
relationships are conducted within a global context. However all
textbooks are region-specific despite this growing move towards global
business relationships – except this one. This textbook takes a global
viewpoint, with the help of an international author team and cases from
across the globe. Other unique features of this insightful study include:
placement of B2B in a strategic marketing setting; full discussion of
strategy in a global setting including hypercompetition; full chapter on
ethics and CSR early in the text; and detailed review of global B2B services
marketing, trade shows, and market research. This new edition has been
fully revised and updated with a full set of brand new case studies and
features expanded sections on digital issues, CRM, and social media as
well as personal selling. More selective, shorter, and easier to read than
other B2B textbooks, this is ideal for introduction to B2B and shorter
courses. Yet, it is comprehensive enough to cover all the aspects of B2B
marketing any marketer needs, be they students or practitioners looking
to improve their knowledge.
Proceedings of the 2014 International Conference on Industrial Engineering and
Manufacturing Technology (ICIEMT 2014), July 10-11, 2014, Shanghai, China
Stanford University Press
Learn to select appropriate strategic tools and measure the competitiveness of
international firms! This essential text addresses important strategic marketing
issues and questions in a unique and insightful way. Strategic Global Marketing:
Issues and Trends takes on the standardization vs. adaptation issue and will
familiarize you with important topics, including customer value measurement in
highly competitive industries; factors influencing export attitudes; qualities
necessary for successful international business conduct; distribution channels

behavior and regional differences in the way these channels function; and more!
Handy charts, tables, and figures make the information easy to access and
understand. In Strategic Global Marketing: Issues and Trends, authors from
Israel, the United States, India, Hong Kong, and New Zealand examine the
usefulness of comparative studies of dominant cultural values in successful
international strategy development as well as other specific facets of international
marketing strategy, such as: technometrics—a benchmarked approach to
compare competing brands on a set of attributes the attitudes of Taiwanese
executives regarding exporting and international conduct the cultural values that
must be taken into account to produce effective print advertisements in the
United States and India the marketing roles and functions undertaken by
Chinese wholesalers—and the functions they are still reluctant to perform a meta-
analysis-tested model of the relationship between export performance and the
degree of standardization of international marketing strategy used by the
exporter the effectiveness of policies put in place by leaders of United States cities
in their efforts to promote exports
Industrial Engineering and Manufacturing Technology Pearson
For years academicians and marketing directors have debated the
marketing standardisation versus adaptation of international
marketing strategy. Despite the great importance of the topic, the
debate remains unresolved. At the same time, the continuing
globalisation of markets and the growing importance of the emerging
BRIC markets make an optimal management of international
marketing efforts a necessity. Therefore, this study offers - on the
basis of a solid theoretical framework and sound methodological
operationalization - empirical findings on how to successfully
manage both, the international marketing mix and the related
marketing process in world markets. In particular, the marketing
strategy pursued by multinational corporations are analysed and
compared as well as empirical findings relating to financial and non-
financial performance measures are provided.
Past, Present and Future Oxford University Press, USA
The New Global Marketing: Local Adaptation for Sustainability and
Profit discusses the ways that marketing managers can assess the
potential for global expansion and help their firms capitalize on
opportunities. The book explores which companies and products
should expand internationally, what countries offer the best
opportunities, and which marketing plan will lead each product or
company to success. The material adapts well-established
frameworks to demonstrate how the global marketer can assess
company strengths and weaknesses and analyze opportunities and
risks in foreign markets. It discusses the proper balance between
standardization and localization, and addresses the importance of
the "triple" bottom line - environmental sustainability, social fairness,
and financial performance. Students also learn about bottom-of-the-
pyramid markets, the role of digital global marketing, and the
importance of adapting to international political, social, and
environmental pressures. Featuring more than twenty original case
studies, The New Global Marketing is an excellent introduction to
what it really takes to succeed as a global marketer. Written for
students with some marketing education and exposure to
international business, the book is ideally suited to upper-level
business courses and M.B.A. programs.
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